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Figure 1: Digital human production. From left to right: sequence of scanned point clouds, processed watertight meshes with vertex-to-vertex
correspondences, rigged skeleton and color mapped textures.

Abstract
The demand for virtual human characters in Extended Realities (XR) is growing across industries from entertainment to health-
care. Achieving natural behaviour in virtual environments requires digitizing real-world actions, a task typically laborious and
requiring specialized expertise. This paper presents an advanced approach for digitizing humans in motion, streamlining the
process from capture to virtual character creation. By integrating the proposed hardware, algorithms, and data models, this
approach automates the creation of high-resolution assets, reducing manual intervention and software dependencies. The re-
sulting sequences of rigged and textured meshes ensure lifelike virtual characters with detailed facial expressions and hand
gestures, surpassing the capabilities of static 3D scans animated via separate motion captures. Robust pose-dependent shape
corrections and temporal consistency algorithms guarantee smooth, artifact-free body surfaces in motion, while the export ca-
pability in standard formats enhances interoperability and further character development possibilities. Additionally, this method
facilitates the efficient creation of large datasets for learning human models, thus representing a significant advancement in XR
technologies and digital content creation across industries.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Shape modeling; Machine learning; Computer vision; Animation; Image manipulation;
Graphics file formats; Mesh models; Mesh geometry models; Image processing; Computer vision problems; Reconstruc-
tion;

1. Introduction

Advances in technology are making possible that Extended-
Realities (XR) are becoming more present in our daily lives at
different levels. Leisure, media and entertainment industries rely
heavily on digital artists and creators, and on virtual-, augmented-
and mixed-realities (VR/AR/MR). Every day, there are more prod-
ucts and environments that are not just designed virtually using
CAD software, but that can also be simulated with digital hu-
mans in VR or can be interacted in AR [Mor98; Ghe98; LJLS19].
Health, culture and education are also increasingly being offered in

immersive and virtual experiences [AJGA23; WFD*22; BMR23;
CPWD21]. The creation of digital content, and in particular the
creation of virtual characters, is therefore of central importance.
Modelling and bringing them to life requires highly specialized
programming combined with artistic skills and considerable time
and cost investments.

Making virtual human characters look, move, behave and inter-
act more naturally is subject to continuous focus [MT05; DMT12].
One way of making it possible is to capture the appearance, mo-
tion, behaviour and interaction of actual people and then to confer
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it to virtual characters. The current practice and software used to
create virtual human characters varies depending on the field of ap-
plication but in essence, it consists of either capturing one or sev-
eral static body shapes using 3D scanning technologies [DvdW98;
DT13] and animating them using motion and expression data cap-
tured separately [BP07; DTSS07]; or capturing body surfaces in
motion using volumetric video or 4D scanning systems. However,
the capture of such data and its curation to make them usable in pro-
duction requires intensive work by digital artists and the combina-
tion of multiple hardware and software. In the past years, the mod-
elling of human shape, motion and expression to accurately repre-
sent the full body detail at the level of shape, pose, facial expres-
sion, and hand manipulation has been subject of important research
and development efforts [ACP03; HLRB12; LMR*15; XBZ*20].
Yet, the curation of the captured data for learning new human mod-
els with such “natural” capabilities requires very specialized skills
in Computer Vision (CV), Computer Graphics (CG) and Machine
Learning (ML) which are beyond the typical skills of digital artists,
designers, engineers, ergonomists, and other specialists in the fields
of entertainment, product design, human factors, culture or educa-
tion. In either case, the curation steps include the registration of the
3D point cloud (or sequences of point clouds) to a specific mesh
topology that is afterwards rigged and that has to be able to be tex-
tured, animated and rendered.

This paper describes a new technology, Move4D [PBP*19], that
tackles the main barriers and inefficiencies in the process of digi-
tizing a real human in motion to deliver a high resolution 3D vir-
tual character ready to be used in the XR applications in differ-
ent fields such as virtual garment development and fit simulation,
virtual ergonomics, media production, video-games, simulation of
sports and clinical biomechanics, or the learning of human body
models among others. The proposed technology, is an end-to-end
solution from the sensors that made up the studio or laboratory able
to capture the 3D body surface in motion, to the export of the data
in file exchange formats. To make it possible, it includes a fully au-
tomatic registration algorithm to process the acquired raw data. It
produces a sequence of rigged and textured meshes, herein homol-
ogous meshes, with vertex-to-vertex correspondence between sub-
jects and along the movement sequence (see Figure 1). The term
’homologous mesh’ was firstly introduced by [MK00] and consists
of representing human bodies (or body parts) with meshes with the
same number of vertices and topology, where each data point is
defined based on the anatomical homology of humans.

2. Background

3D temporal capture for XR applications. Different XR appli-
cations may have different requirements for the capture of human
body surfaces in action. Generally, the capturing solution should
be able to operate at high frequencies (i.e. 60 fps or more) and in-
stantly (i.e. 10 ms or less) to get fast actions, at high resolution (i.e.
at least in the order of millimetres) to capture expressions and ac-
curate shapes and features, and it should be able to cover a large
scanning volume (2 m3 or more) to let the person move freely and
perform the action comfortably. Capturing body surface complying
with these requirements is challenging, especially, if such capture is
not limited to a point cloud and should also include other informa-

tion such as high resolution images to create textures and support
the registration process using Deep Learning (DL) models. Fur-
thermore, being able to optimize the balance between requirements
depending on the application would also be practical and desirable,
for instance, increasing the frequency for the sake of resolution or
vice-versa.

Creation of virtual characters. The creation of virtual char-
acters for XR applications from 3D scans requires using different
3D modelling software that assists technicians and digital artists in
a series of complex and specialized manual operations. The base-
line operations to curate and integrate the captured data (i.e. 3D
points or surfaces, images and motion capture data) are: (i) ob-
taining a watertight mesh (or meshes, in the case of temporal 3D
scanning or capturing several static poses) with the adequate topol-
ogy (i.e. number of elements, distribution and type of elements),
(ii) creating a UV map and using the captured images to create a
texture, (iii) skinning, which is equipping the mesh with a skeleton
(i.e. joint hierarchy, joint 3D positions, joint axes orientation, and
weight painting), (iv) in case the motion has been captured sepa-
rately, it has to be adopted and adapted to the skeleton of the char-
acter, (v) in case there are multiple meshes including actual surface
deformations that are required to be preserved during skeletal an-
imation, they have to be retrieved as corrective shapes from the
corresponding skeletal animation or pose. Depending on the ap-
plication, the characters are retouched on any of the previous fea-
tures (i)-(v) or enriched with virtual garments, hair, and eventu-
ally with advanced texture and sub-texture maps. Some of the most
popular general purpose 3D modelling software are Maya [Autc],
Blender [Ble] or 3ds Max [Auta], each of them offering different
particular advantages to the users. Other popular specialised soft-
ware examples are Marvelous Designer [CLO] for garments, Sub-
stance 3D Painter [Ado] for advanced textures or Faceform [Fac],
3DCoat [Pil] or TopoGun [Pixb] for mesh topology. Finally, the
characters should be imported into a computing platform or game
engine to make part of the production project. The most com-
mon platforms are Unreal Engine [Epi], Unity [Uni] and Omni-
verse [NVI].

Relevant file exchange formats. Within this context, the use of
file exchange formats is essential to exchange data from one soft-
ware to another and to pack the final result and integrate it to the
project. There are several data formats that are able to represent
complex 3D animations using meshes with texture encompassing
skeletal animation with vertex animation. Among these formats we
have FBX [Autb], glTF [Khrb] and USD [Pixa]. FBX is a closed
binary that requires to use the SDK provided by Autodesk to use it,
while USD and glTF are open formats that can be written in ASCII
or binary. glTF also has an official tool for the verification of the
compatibility of the files [Khra].

3. Capture of actual human surfaces in real motion

The capture system we have used is a temporal 3D scanner com-
posed of a set of calibrated sensors placed around the scene to
capture the different points of view. This system is modular and
highly configurable, allowing to adjust the number of sensors and
their location according to the needs of the scene and the motion
to be acquired. The sensor is made up of a pair of infrared (IR)
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cameras and an IR projector for 3D acquisition, a RGB camera for
color capture and an independent processing unit (CPU). The cam-
eras have a resolution of 2048x2048 pixels (1024x1024 pixels at
medium resolution) and a maximum frame rate of 90 fps (178 fps
at medium resolution). The IR projector has the same lens and an-
gle of view/projection as the cameras, allowing to easily adjust the
angle of capture by changing the focal length of the lenses. In ad-
dition, the distance between the IR cameras, their orientation and
exposure time are configurable, making it easy to adapt the sensors
to the desired acquisition volume and resolution. Once the images
have been captured, the sensor’s CPU processes the IR images to
obtain the depth map and the point cloud of the scene at a speed of
15 fps. For each frame, along with the RGB image and calibration
information, the point cloud is sent to the scanner control server
as soon as it is available. The server joins the partial data from the
different sensors to form the full sequence. The system also inte-
grates a visible lighting system to optimize the color acquisition.
The scanner can also be synchronized with other laboratory equip-
ment such as force platforms, accelerometry, pressure mats, photo-
electric sensors, etc. as well as with other vision systems such as
MoCap, RGB or thermal cameras.

We have used a 16-sensor configuration that allows the capture
of a 2x3x3m volume with a spatial resolution of ∼1mm and an ex-
posure time of 1ms. Using more sensors may be desirable for cer-
tain applications or movements to reduce the number of occlusions
and thus increase the captured surface area. The raw data captured
with this configuration produces a dense point cloud of more than
4 million points per frame.

4. Processing of temporal sequences of scans

This processing converts the 3D raw data into a noise- and artefact-
free watertight dense mesh with texture. This homologous mesh is
rigged and has vertex-to-vertex correspondence between subjects
and along the movement sequence. This processing is based on the
registration of a human articulated model to the 3D point cloud
captured by the scanner, using a common 3D template for all scans.

4.1. Human Models

Human shape and pose models are fundamental tools in vari-
ous applications, ranging from entertainment to healthcare. Shape
models based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [ACP03]
focus on capturing anatomical shape under static conditions, em-
ploying geometric modeling techniques to represent human body
morphology. On the other hand, articulated shape and pose mod-
els [ASK*05; HLRB12; LMR*15; XBZ*20] incorporate the dy-
namic aspects of human motion, utilizing articulated skeletons to
depict body postures and gestures, making them essential in ani-
mation, virtual reality, and biomechanical research.

Body model. We represent the human model, M(β, θ), as an ar-
ticulated mesh composed by 49530 vertices, specified by a skeleton
with 63 joints and skin deformed based on standard linear blend-
ing skinning (LBS) function, W (TB (β,θ) , J (T (β)) ,θ,Ω ), as is
shown in Figure 2.

M (β,θ) =W (TB (β,θ) , J (T (β)) ,θ,Ω) (1)

TB (β,θ) = T (β)+B(β,θ) (2)

T (β) = T̄ +Sβ (3)

where β and θ are the shape and pose (Rodrigues angles) parameter
vectors, respectively, T̄ and S are the mean and the loading matrix
of a PCA of a dataset of body shapes in rest pose, B(β,θ) is a func-
tion that models pose-dependent soft tissue deformations, J(T (β))
is a regression function that computes joint locations, and Ω are the
skin attachments of the articulated model. The pose parameter vec-
tor θ = {θB,θHR,θHL} contains the parameters for the body, θB,
and for the right and left hands, θHR and θHL.

Figure 2: Template mesh and 63-joint rigged skeleton of the body
model. Names of the main joints are shown.

All datasets used in the creation of the body model have been
generated using simplified versions of the method described in
section 4.2. This process is iterative, progressively integrating im-
provements as they become available.

The shape model T (β) has been computed from the CAESAR
dataset [RDP99] and a Spanish population dataset [BVN*15], to-
talling 3565 registrations for males and 8731 for females. Each
dataset contains meshes with the same topology as our template
that have been aligned to high-resolution 3D scans using a simple
human model consisting of an articulated template and manually
placed body landmarks.

The soft tissue model B(β,θ), skin attachments Ω, and joint re-
gression matrix J (T (β)) have been trained using a dataset of 24213
poses from 11 subjects captured with the temporal scanner. This
dataset has been processed employing an initial joint regression
matrix computed from a skeleton based on International Society of
Biomechanics (ISB) criteria [WC95; WSA*02; WvD*05], artist-
generated skin attachments, and assuming zero soft tissue defor-
mation.

To improve the robustness of the registration, a set of param-
eters describing in a simplified way the predominant body poses
has been computed. These parameters have been obtained from a
PCA of the pose parameters θ extracted from a dataset consisting
of 196646 scans of 113 subjects performing different movements,
processed using a model incorporating the previously trained soft
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tissue model B(β,θ), skin attachments Ω, and joint regression ma-
trix J (T (β)).

θB (ϕB) = θB +PBϕB (4)

where ϕB is the body angle parameter vector, and θB and PB are the
mean and loading matrix of a PCA of the body pose dataset.

Hand model. Analogous to the body model, an articulated right
hand model has been computed using 2018 hands from the MANO
dataset [RTB17]. The template used is a subset of the body template
formed by 1315 vertices of the hand region. We subsequently cre-
ate a left hand model by mirroring the computed right hand model.
These models have been merged with the body model, incorporat-
ing the hands joint regression matrix into the full body regression
matrix, and integrating the skin attachments and soft tissue model
using smoothness conditions in the joint regions of body and hand
models.

As in the body, the hand poses have been parameterized using
a PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the data, which allows for
a more concise representation of the intricate variations in hand
movements, facilitating the synthesis of hand pose.

θHR (ϕHR) = θHR +PHRϕHR (5)

where ϕHR is the right hand angle parameter vector, and θHR and
PHR are the mean and the loading matrix of a PCA of the hand pose
datasets.

Afterward, we mirror the computed right hand pose model to
generate its corresponding left hand model.

θHL (ϕHL) = θHL +PHLϕHL (6)

Face model. The Basel Face Model (BFM) [GMB*18] is a
highly detailed parametric three-dimensional representation of the
human face. This model addresses both structural aspects and fa-
cial expressions, making it versatile for various applications such
as realistic image synthesis and facial analysis. The BFM can be
expressed through mathematical equations describing facial geom-
etry. A simplified form of the model uses a linear combination of
shape and expression vectors, represented as:

F (αS,αE) = F̄ +FSαS +FE αE (7)

where F̄ is the mean shape, FS and FE are shape and expression
matrices respectively, and αS, αE are coefficients determining fa-
cial deformations. This parametric approach allows for a compact
and efficient representation of facial variability.

In the registration process, we use a modification of the BFM
model to adapt and align it to a dense set of vertices of the face of
our template, thus making it compatible with our human model.

4.2. Automatic registration

Registration consists of calculating the shape and pose of the
subject in each of the frames that compose the 4D sequence. To
make the computation more efficient, we use a short capture of the
subject in a pose close to the rest pose, which we call A-Pose, which
is acquired in addition to the motion sequences. In this way, the
shape parameters are computed from this A-Pose and are fixed for

the remaining motion sequences, simplifying the computation since
it is only necessary to compute the pose parameters in every frame.

To start the registration process, it is necessary to calculate a
set of surface landmarks and joint landmarks to guide the pro-
cess. In the case of the body, for the A-Pose processing, we use
a PointNet++ [QYSG17] based network, trained with 22826 scans
of 11 subjects performing different movements and the 12296 static
scans from the CAESAR and the Spanish datasets. This network,
that is applied directly to the raw data, classifies the vertices of the
point cloud associating each of them to a vertex of our template.
The network has been trained using a pointwise softmax cross-
entropy loss function. The dataset used has been generated by asso-
ciating each vertex of the point cloud with the nearest vertex of its
corresponding homologous mesh. These meshes have been com-
puted using the method described in section 4.2, using a sparse set
of manual landmarks for processing the A-Poses. This PointNet++
based network is very robust in poses close to the rest pose and also
provides information about the subject’s body shape. However, it is
not robust in very complex poses or when large body regions are
missing due to occlusions.

For the motion sequences, we compute a set of joint landmarks
employing standard pose estimation networks [BGR*20], that have
been shown to be very robust but do not provide information about
the body shape. These networks are applied to a set of virtual im-
ages rendered from the colour point cloud obtained with the scan-
ner corresponding to different camera observation viewpoints. Im-
ages are generated by rotating the virtual camera around the scan at
three different heights, thus capturing different views of the subject.
We then run automatic detectors to identify 2D landmarks in ren-
dered images. Once such estimates are available, we can triangulate
to obtain the 3D landmarks.

In the case of hands and face, for both A-Pose and sequences,
we use the landmarks detectors [ZBV*20; GAK*20] directly on
the images acquired by the RGB cameras of the scanner sensors.

The registration is controlled by the model, but we introduce
some optimization additional terms that allow us to fit any human
shape even if it is not defined by the shape and pose model. Thus,
we modify equations 1, 2 and 3 as follows:

M(s,β,sb,εs,θ,ε f ) =

W (TB (s,β,θ,εs) , J (T (s,β,εs) ,sb) ,θ,Ω)+ ε f
(8)

TB (s,β,θ,εs) = T (s,β,εs)+ sB(β,θ) (9)

T (s,β,εs) = s(T̄ +Sβ)+ εs (10)

where s is a scaling factor applied to the shape of the subject, sb
are scales applied to each bone of the skeleton and εs and ε f repre-
sent changes in shape and pose, respectively, that the model cannot
explain for a specific subject and frame. εs is the same for all the
frames of the same subject, while ε f is specific for each frame.

The sb parameters are only optimized in the A-Pose initial align-
ment phase. The introduction of these parameters allows to modify
the length of the different body limbs of the template so that it is
optimally aligned with the target pose. In the rest of the process
they are fixed and equal to 1.
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The registration consists of finding the parameters s, β, θ, εs and
ε f that generate a mesh equivalent to the captured 3D point cloud.

Initial alignment. Alignment consists of finding initial Ro-
drigues angles θ and scales sb and s that fit the model closer to
the scan. In the A-Pose capture, the parameters β and εs are set to a
value of zero. In all other sequences, the s, β and εs parameters are
set to the values obtained in the A-Pose processing of the captured
subject.

In the alignment, 3D landmarks of hands LHR and LHL, face LF
and body LB are used. Note that LB differs between A-Pose and
sequences, as previously mentioned. Initially, a scaled rigid align-
ment of a set of landmarks is performed to compute the value of s,
which is fixed during the rest of the processing.

The alignment is divided into three phases. In the first phase, an
alignment is performed in which just the parameters ϕB, ϕHR and
ϕHL of the body and hand pose PCAs are directly optimized but not
the angles. This allows us to make an initial approximation to the
target pose by constraining the body motion to natural movements.

To achieve all this, we minimize an objective function consisting
of a landmark term, ELn, and a temporal consistency regularization
term ET defined below. The landmark term penalizes the squared
Euclidean distance between surface and joint landmarks and the
corresponding model vertices and skeleton joints.

EL1
(
s,β,sb,εs,ϕB,ϕHR,ϕHL,ε f ,Tg,LB,LFH

)
=

λB

NB

∑
i=1

∥∥MBi
(
s,β,sb,εs,θ,ε f

)
−LBi +Tg

∥∥2
+

λFH

NFH

∑
i=1

∥∥MFHi
(
s,β,sb,εs,θ,ε f

)
−LFHi +Tg

∥∥2

(11)

with θ =
{

θB +PBϕB,θHR +PHRϕHR,θHL +PHLϕHL
}

, where
LFH = {LF ,LHR,LHL}, NB is the number of body landmarks and
joints, NFH is the number of face and right and left hands land-
marks and joints and Tg is the global translation. MB(·) and MFH(·)
refer to the vertices/joints of the model M(·) corresponding to the
landmarks LB and LFH , respectively.

In the second phase, the body angles are directly optimized along
with the parameters of the hand pose PCAs.

EL2
(
s,β,sb,εs,θB,ϕHR,ϕHL,ε f ,Tg,LB,LFH

)
=

λB

NB

∑
i=1

∥∥MBi
(
s,β,sb,εs,θ,ε f

)
−LBi +Tg

∥∥2
+

λFH

NFH

∑
i=1

∥∥MFHi
(
s,β,sb,εs,θ,ε f

)
−LFHi +Tg

∥∥2

(12)

with θ =
{

θB,θHR +PHRϕHR,θHL +PHLϕHL
}

.

In the third phase, the body landmark term is replaced by the dis-
tance between a sparse set of scan vertices and the nearest model
vertices. This allows correcting the differences between the posi-
tion of the body landmarks and the actual position of the skeleton
joints, while improving the pose in regions where landmarks are

scarce or non-existent (e.g., spine).

EL3
(
s,β,sb,εs,θB,ϕHR,ϕHL,ε f ,Tg,Y,LFH

)
=

λB

NY

∑
i=1

min
∥∥M

(
s,β,sb,εs,θ,ε f

)
−YBi +Tg

∥∥2
+

λFH

NFH

∑
i=1

∥∥MFHi
(
s,β,sb,εs,θ,ε f

)
−LFHi +Tg

∥∥2

(13)

where Y is the target scan and YB is a sparse set of vertices.

During alignment, physiological constraints are used in the opti-
mization of the angles according to the possible movement of each
joint (one, two or three degrees of freedom). On the other hand, a
temporal consistency term is also used between frames that penal-
izes the differences between the parameters to be optimized. The
function of this term is to reduce the jitter between consecutive
frames and to resolve potential posture ambiguities that may occur
in some frames. For example, if the elbow is extended it is difficult
to determine whether the rotation of the hand has occurred in the
shoulder or in the forearm.

ET (p) =
Np

∑
i=1

N f

∑
j=2

fs
∥∥∥p j

i − p j−1
i

∥∥∥2
(14)

where p is the total set of parameters to be optimized in each phase,
Np is the total number of parameters, N f is the number of frames
and fs is the acquisition frequency of the scanned sequence, so the
weight of this term is greater as the capture frequency increases. p j

i
refers to the i-th parameter to be optimized for frame j.

If we denote E j
Ln to the marker distance errors in frame j, the

total energy for the initial alignment is as follows:

EA(p) =
N f

∑
j=1

E j
Ln +λT ET (15)

Finally, we can compute the first approximation to the scan A for
each frame as:

A = M
(
s,β,sb,εs,θ,ε f

)
+Tg (16)

Optimization. The optimization consists of finding the parame-
ters β, θ, εs and ε f that define the target scan. In the case of A-Pose,
all parameters are optimized. In the case of the sequences, β and εs
are fixed at the values computed for the A-Pose of the subject and
only the pose parameters θ and ε f are optimized. For simplicity
and clarity, in this section we will refer to the model in equation 8
as M(β,εs,θ,ε f ), since the parameters sb are set to 1 and remain
constant, and s also remains constant at the value computed in the
initial alignment.

During this process ε f encompasses both shape changes and
global translation of the scan. The optimization is an iterative pro-
cess, in which the error functions ED, EES and EEF described
bellow are minimized by modifying the weights of each one at
each iteration k. The solution of each iteration involves solving a
minimization problem using iterative nonlinear optimization algo-
rithms.

We start by initializing the angles θ to those computed in the
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initial alignment process and ε f as:

ε f = A−W (TB (s,β,θ,εs), J (T (s,β,εs)) ,θ,Ω) (17)

In the remaining iterations k, all the vertices of ε f are initialized to
the translation Tg, resetting the effect of ε f on the change of shape.
This allows correcting the errors that may occur in the associations
of the vertices of the model with the vertices of the point cloud, thus
avoiding the propagation of mismatches that may occur between
the model and the scan in the first iterations of the processing.

ED(β,εs,θ
k−1,ε f ,Y ) = min

∥∥∥M(β,εs,θ
k−1,ε f )−Y

∥∥∥2
(18)

where θ
k−1 is the angle parameter vector computed in the previ-

ous iteration k − 1. ED penalizes the squared Euclidean distance
between scan vertices and model vertices.

EES(εs) = ∑
e

∥∥εsi − εs j
∥∥2 (19)

EEF (β,εs,θ
k−1,θ,ε f ) =

∑
e

∥∥∥We(s,β,θk−1,εs)+(ε f i − ε f j)−We(s,β,θ,εs)
∥∥∥2 (20)

We(s,β,θ,εs) =Wi (TB(s,β,θ,εs),J (T (s,β,εs)) ,θ,Ω)

−W j (TB(s,β,θ,εs),J (T (s,β,εs)) ,θ,Ω)
(21)

where i and j denote the two vertices of an edge e of the model.
EES enforces smoothness in the shape term of the model. The error
function EEF , in addition to providing a smoothness condition con-
trolled by the model, ensures that the new angles θ try to explain
most of the pose-dependent shape variation, minimizing the contri-
bution of ε f to the shape change in each iteration. Note that since
it is a function that operates on the edges, the global translation
contained in ε f has no effect.

Due to the unique characteristics of the face, which may un-
dergo changes in expression and gestures during capture, it is crit-
ical to process it properly to maintain an accurate correspondence
between vertices throughout the sequence. In addition to the previ-
ously mentioned error terms, other specific error functions EL and
EFM are incorporated to address this additional complexity.

EL(β,εs,θ
k−1,ε f ,LF ) =

NF

∑
i=1

∥∥∥MFi(β,εs,θ
k−1,ε f )−LFi

∥∥∥2
(22)

where MF (·) refers to the vertices of the model M(·) correspond-
ing to the landmarks of face LF and NF is the number of landmarks.
EL penalizes the squared Euclidean distance between landmarks of
face and the corresponding model vertices, as in the initial align-
ment.

EFM
(
β,εs,θ,ε f ,αS,αE ,Tf

)
=∥∥MFM

(
β,εs,θ,ε f

)
− (RheadF (αS,αE)+Tf )

∥∥2 (23)

where MFM(·) are the dense set of face vertices corresponding to
the face model F(αS,αE) and Rhead is the rotation given by the
head joint. EFM controls that the distribution of the face vertices
is consistent with the face model. In the A-Pose, the translation of
the face Tf , αS and αE are optimized, while in the sequences the

shape parameter vector αS is fixed at the values computed in A-
Pose, allowing only changes in the expression parameters αE .

Finally, the total energy for the optimization is as follows:

EO
(
β,εs,θ,ε f ,αS,αE ,Tf ,LF ,Y

)
=

λDED +λESEES +λEF EEF +λLEL +λFMEFM
(24)

Thus, the registration of the scan is given by M(β,εs,θ,ε f ). We
can also compute the rest pose of the subject with equation 10 and
generate the skeleton for each frame using the optimized angles θ

and the global translation Tg = ε̄ f computed as the mean of ε f .

Texture. Our template has a UV map for the projection of tex-
ture images on the 3D object. This UV map is common for all the
scanner registers due to the vertex-to-vertex correspondence and
the common topology of all the processed captures. From the RGB
images and calibration data, including intrinsic and extrinsic cam-
era parameters, a projection of the RGB images onto the previously
defined UV map is performed using standard texture mapping tech-
niques [WMG14]. This process allows the visual characteristics of
the RGB images to be accurately mapped to the UV coordinates of
the processing, thus generating a coherent and realistic texture that
perfectly matches the geometry of the object in question. In addi-
tion, the use of a common UV map for all models ensures visual
consistency between the generated textures.

5. Use of the registered data to create virtual characters

The sequence of registered meshes resulting from the algorithms
described in section 4 can be packed into standard containers be-
cause the meshes have vertex-to-vertex correspondence along the
sequence, they share a common skeletal parameterization (i.e. joint
hierarchy, skin attachments and rest pose) and UV map. Before
exporting sequences in FBX and glTF formats, it is necessary to
convert the pose deformations to fit the format supported by these
containers. Both formats store the mesh in its rest pose computed
from T (s,β,εs), along with the skeleton joints computed from
J(T (s,β,εs)) and the corresponding skin attachments Ω. Addition-
ally, for each frame of the sequence, the translation Tg and the an-
gle values θ that define the mesh pose are stored, alongside a term
added to the rest pose mesh, which accounts for shape changes due
to the pose. This term, that we call εr, can be calculated for each
frame as follows:

εr =W−1 (M(s,β,εs,θ,ε f )−Tg,J (T (s,β,εs)) ,θ,Ω
)

−T (s,β,εs)
(25)

where W−1(·) is the inverse of the linear blend skinning function
W (·).

The nomenclature of the corrective shapes εr in FBX is blend-
shape and in glTF it is Morph Targets. Blendshapes in FBX can
be made up of one or several shape targets thus offering differ-
ent ways of animating εr at each frame. One way, herein multi-
blendshape variant, is to create one blendshape with a single target
per frame and then define the animation as a sequence of activa-
tions of one frame and deactivation of the rest. Another way, herein
single-blendshape variant, is to use a single blendshape with multi-
ple targets and then define the animation as the sequence of targets.

© 2024 The Authors.
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Morph Targets in glTF contain one shape target per frame, as in
FBX multi-blendshape variant.

Computation of metrics. In addition to the virtual charac-
ters, some VR applications such as virtual product design and er-
gonomic simulations, which methods derive from the use of tradi-
tional anthropometry, still require or can benefit from the computa-
tion of different body metrics in their processes. The fact of having
homologous meshes with vertex-to-vertex correspondence between
subjects and with a common skeletal parameterisation facilitates
considerably the implementation of any kind of body metric that
can be computed from the body surface and/or the skeletal struc-
ture [BPU*14; YZF*24]. One example is the virtualization of a
measuring tape following ISO or ASTM guidelines [Int17b; Int17a;
AST15] and using a subset of vertices learned as the anatomical
references [RDBJ24]. Another example is the computation of sur-
faces, volumes and inertial moments for the whole body or for body
parts that can be obtained by groups of mesh elements or by lines
defined by edges or vertex sequences. Moreover, the fact that such
anatomical correspondence is preserved along the motion sequence
it makes it possible not only to generalize such measurements to the
dynamic field [URI*22] but also to compute classic biomechan-
ical metrics such as joint angles, moments and forces [DVP*22;
PDL*23; RDB*22].

6. Results and discussion

The described algorithms were implemented as a C++ library
which allows easy integration into any software. In addition, the
use of this language allows optimal memory management and high
computational efficiency making possible the processing of long
sequences that require a large amount of resources. Total process-
ing time is about 13 seconds per frame on an Intel Core i9-13900
CPU (2 GHz/5.6 GHz, 32 threads), including point cloud sequence
capture and computation of the homologous meshes, skeletons and
textures.

6.1. Evaluation of the registration process

A comprehensive experimental study was carried out to evaluate
multiple aspects of the algorithm, including its accuracy, robustness
and convergence capability. In addition to analyzing the numerical
results of the processing error, special attention was paid to the vi-
sual evaluation of the resulting meshes. This visual inspection was
fundamental to evaluate the level of realism achieved and to exam-
ine thoroughly the perceptual details. In addition, the importance
of assessing the temporal coherence between the different frames
of the sequence was emphasized, which plays a crucial role in the
overall quality of the results.

Quantitative analysis. To evaluate the effectiveness of the reg-
istration process, a quantitative analysis was performed that in-
volved calculating the distances between the vertices of the regis-
tered mesh and the vertices of the point cloud in a motion sequence
covering the entire scanning volume, as illustrated in Figure 3. The
results showed a computed average error of ∼1 mm, matching the
spatial resolution of the scanner configuration used. This agreement
highlights the accuracy and reliability of the proposed approach.

Qualitative analysis. A visual assessment of the process was

Figure 3: Distances between the processed mesh and the raw point
cloud. Occluded regions lacking raw data are represented in black.

carried out by observation of the registrations across different se-
quences, involving 113 male and female subjects of varying body
sizes and 28 different movements, with each frame of the sequence
undergoing an exhaustive visual scan. Figure 4 shows several ex-
amples illustrating the results obtained from the registration pro-
cess. This detailed analysis aimed to identify potential visual im-
perfections or important alignment errors, as well as to assess the
temporal coherence in each data sequence. This approach provided
a thorough understanding of the quality and consistency of the ob-
tained results.

Figure 4: Examples of registration of diverse subjects performing
different movements.

Temporal consistency. During the visual analysis of the 3D
meshes in motion, we observed a significant reduction in jitter be-
tween frames, indicating a notable improvement in the stability and
precision of three-dimensional representations over time. This de-
crease in jitter not only benefits the visual quality of the anima-
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tions, but also increases the credibility and authenticity of the cap-
tured motion. Furthermore, it was observed that the inclusion of
information from neighboring frames is essential to effectively cor-
rect pose ambiguities. By taking advantage of the contextual infor-
mation provided by adjacent frames, a smoother and more natural
transition is achieved between different poses, resulting in a more
coherent and realistic representation of movement in temporal se-
quences.

6.2. Evaluation of standard containers to exchange and use
virtual characters

To conduct the evaluation of the two file formats that we imple-
mented, we created some examples of male and a female subjects
in each variant of FBX and glTF formats described in section 5,
namely FBX with single- and multiple-blendshapes, and glTF in
Binary and ASCII. Firstly, we evaluated the capability of the format
to embed the content resulting from the registration, i.e. one texture
per frame and one registered mesh per frame expressed according
to the model M(s,β,εs,θ,ε f ). In both cases we found similar lim-
itations to include all the content in its original form, in particular
the textures and the data models.

Textures. We were unable to animate texture. It is possible to
store multiple texture images in the file, but we did not found a
mechanism to transition between them. Yet, 3D modelling software
such as Blender is able to cope with texture animations using a
pointer to the image sequence stored in separate files. So, as an
example to turn around this limitation and be able to use the full
stream of images, we stored the images separately and created a
Blender script to import the non-textured animated mesh with UV
maps in FBX and point to the corresponding image file for each
frame.

Human Body Models. We were unable to pack the soft tissue
model B(β,θ), and to express the registered mesh animation as
the pose parameters θ and ε f . Since the formats enabled to store
skinned animation using LBS plus a corrective shape per frame,
we had to compute a new term εr per frame. This term groups the
shape variation due to soft tissue deformation given by B(β,θ) and
the ε f term. Despite the FBX and glTF containers cannot embed
these models, 3D modelling software such as Blender is able to
cope with linear shape and pose-dependent corrections. Other au-
thors [Mes23] have addressed the storage and use of linear body
data. They propose to store each shape component and each pose-
dependent shape corrective component as blendshapes in a FBX file
and then provide a specific script for each platform (i.e. Blender,
Maya, Unreal and Unity) to be load and use it. However, this ap-
proach remains insufficient since it requires additional development
and scripting to fully exploit the content issued by the proposed
technology.

Secondly, we tested the use of the different FBX and glTF vari-
ants into commonly used 3D viewers, 3D modelling software, 3D
garment design, game engines and 3D platforms by checking if
they were able to import and reproduce the registered mesh ani-
mations (i.e. skinned animation plus corrective blendshapes) with
texture. We did not tested unofficial plugins or scripts available that
are aimed to enable or improve the import of these files.

Importing assets in commercial 3D software. We found a wide
variety of results depending on the software used (Table 1). Gener-
ally, FBX import is supported by most of the software while glTF
support is less common. We also noted that claiming that a soft-
ware supports FBX or glTF import does not imply that it is able to
reproduce skinned animation plus blendshapes. We found no dif-
ferences when importing glTF in either of its variants. Finally, be-
tween the two FBX variants, multiple blendshapes seemed to be the
most commonly supported one.

Software FBX multi FBX single glTF
FBX Review partial partial -
3D Viewer partial partial yes

Blender yes no yes
Maya yes partial -

3ds Max yes yes -
Unity yes yes yes

Unreal Engine yes partial no
Omniverse partial partial partial

CLO3D yes partial -

Table 1: Summary of compatibility results of the asset import test:
’yes’ indicates the ability to reproduce skinned and blendshape an-
imations; ’no’ indicates inability to reproduce neither skinned ani-
mation nor blendshape animation; ’partial’ indicates ability to re-
produce skinned animation but not blendshape animation; ’-’ indi-
cates not supported format.

7. Conclusions

This paper proposes an end-to-end process from the capture of the
human subjects performing a real action to the delivery of animated
virtual characters including texture, skinned animation and correc-
tive blendshapes in FBX or glTF formats. It is more efficient than
the current practices described in section 2 because our integrated
pipeline is fully automatic, it does not depend on user skills and it
does not require the use of third party software.

Our approach enables to capture 3D body surfaces of real peo-
ple in action with high detail including facial gestures and hands
motion and with texture. The resulting 3D data in motion is richer
(i.e. over 4 million points and a set of high resolution images) than
current practices such as animating static 3D scans using motion
capture data or directly estimating shape and motion just from mo-
tion data [LMB14]. Moreover, compared to other accurate mo-
tion capture systems using sparse optical markers [Vic], our ap-
proach can help to save time with actors since it does not require
instrumentation with physical markers. Compared to other mark-
erless approaches [The; DAR], ours is much more comprehensive
because it provides facial gestures and a more complete skeleton in-
cluding spine and hands. Since it is an actual capture, our approach
can confer to the virtual characters a more accurate surface repre-
sentation and more natural motion and behavior than model-based
approaches that just capture sparse motion data. Figure 5 illustrates
the differences at different body parts (i.e. chest, arm, elbow, belly,
buttock, groin, thigh, knee and neck) between animating or pos-
ing a registered mesh of a static A-Pose using LBS and the actual
registration using our methods.

© 2024 The Authors.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Visual comparison of identical poses of (a) 3D scans
registered in A-Pose and reposed using LBS and (b) the registered
meshes following our approach.

The proposed hardware approach can achieve high raw data
transfer rates making it possible to verify the point cloud captures
almost in real-time and make fast decisions about the need for ac-
quiring additional movements during the capturing sessions. More-
over, the number of sensors and their position, orientation and op-
tics as well as camera parameters can be configured to reduce oc-
clusions and achieve a higher level of accuracy and texture reso-
lution for virtual simulation applications such as fluid dynamics,
virtual fit or other mechanical simulations.

The automatic registration process is very robust and accurate.
Thanks to the use of advanced models for pose-dependent shape
corrections, the temporal consistency algorithms and the combined
use of 3D points and images, it can produce realistic shape results
with smooth and artifact-free motion even in frames with highly
occluded body parts.

The resulting homologous mesh and the common parameteriza-
tion of the skeleton and UV map provide a series of practical advan-
tages for the enrichment of the characters in specialized software.
It is possible to swap motions, postures or texture just by swapping
the skeletons or texture files between different characters. Having
a common rest pose (i.e. zero value for all angles) for all char-
acters and captures facilitates pose manipulation and retargeting.
Secondly, the change of topology, UV map or skeletal structure to
another one that is required or preferred for the specific application
is facilitated because it can be easily achieved in all the characters
and motions by establishing a mapping between the two objects
that is just computed once. It can be computed based on a single
example or in a subset of data. These properties also simplify sig-
nificantly the conduction of intra- and inter-subject analyses based
on body surface or skeletal data in virtual simulation applications.

The possibility of saving the registered mesh sequences in stan-
dard file exchange formats such as FBX and glTF is also very prac-
tical to further develop the characters in 3D modelling software or
to directly integrate them into 3D development platforms.

We propose an end-to-end pipeline to capture and register 3D hu-
mans in motion which is very efficient using affordable computing
resources. Within our approach, since the capture of the sequences
is very fast and the most time- and resource-consuming part is the
processing of the scans, large-scale productions or projects that
may require it could parallelize this latter operation by using more
than one computer to process the captures as they are available.

This efficiency makes it particularly suitable for gathering large
datasets of real humans in action which has a great potential to fos-
ter the learning of human models. Actually, we gathered different
datasets and used them to learn several of the pre-calculated body
models described in section 4.1. This pipeline can also be used to
learn on-the-fly soft-tissue models B(β,θ) optimized for a partic-
ular subject or actor performing a variety of movements. Such in-
dividual DHM would move, behave and interact in a much more
realistic way than using pre-calculated models for new animations
that are similar to the movements used to learn the model. In a
similar fashion, they can also be used to learn other pre-calculated
soft-tissue models B(β,θ) for particular gestures, activities, sports
or combat disciplines in combination or not with particular body
types related those movements. Another dataset including 107725
poses from 40 adult subjects performing over 20 sports motions
was produced with our technology and it is being used other au-
thors to learn Digital Human Models for the virtual design of sports
gear and garments [PLB*23].

8. Limitations and further Works

One limitation of the proposed homologous processing is that it
requires that there are no other objects (or subjects) in the scene that
can be confused as a part of the body and thus registered as such. To
overcome this limitation, segmentation algorithms and DL models
(either point-based, image-based or a combination) could be used
to segment the point cloud into different subjects and objects.

Our processing also requires that the subjects/actors are mini-
mally dressed. For clothed subjects/actors, we are exploring to ex-
tend our approach to estimate the body in motion under the clothes

© 2024 The Authors.
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using prior knowledge of the subject (e.g. shape, pose and soft-
tissue) learnt from registered captures of the same subject captured
with minimal clothing.

The proposed solution does not take into account the physical
interaction with objects, which is particularly relevant for virtual
product design and simulation. The registered meshes can be used
as input for different physical simulations but it also could be in-
teresting to explore the integration of recent research in the field of
physical simulation modelling [RRTO23b; RRTO23a].

At the the current state of development of FBX and glTF stan-
dard formats, final users have to reuse, adapt or develop specific
scripts for each software or platform to fully exploit the content
issued by the proposed technology. In this regard, we are assess-
ing the possibility of creating specific scripts to the most common
software and platforms to take advantage of the full texture stream
captured as well as to include soft tissue models. We also plan to
extend our algorithms to provide USD files.
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